Daniel Jackson: An Introduction to Kamyi Lee’s “Peach Blossom Land”
In Peach Blossom Land Kamyi provides us with a place to look at a bunch of umbrellas.
I like the idea that someone might enter the room, politely observe the umbrellas, find
them satisfactory and leave without touching them, but that's not Kamyi's intention.
Kamyi wants you to touch the umbrellas, changing the colors of the LEDs (the individual
colors and patterns are symbolic of various natural environments, I'll let you ask her for
specifics if you want them). If you're one person, you can only change the umbrellas'
colors while you're touching them, and as you let go they immediately return to their
original state. If you're a group of people, you can, with some coordination, activate a
more permanent state change by working together. Ok but look, I'm writing this
before Wednesday, so this is a description of the system's ideal. Did it work for you?
Essentially Peach Blossom Land is a system with a set of rules, and even a win state.
So we could call it a game, although Kamyi might not like that. Still, it's a useful frame of
reference because it allows us to talk about the meaning of the piece residing in the
system itself. How do we get to the "win state" of the game? How do we know we've won
or lost? Did you know that when you walked in that (according to the logic of the piece)
you were in a non-winning state? Did you try to break the piece? I probably tried to break
the piece, not physically but to test the limits of possible interactions.
Considering the piece as a system that generates meaning is fruitful, but doesn't really
take into account the room full of LED clad umbrellas as a physical (semiotic) fact.
Umbrellas mean something very specific to people from Hong Kong and the surrounding
area. This idea of the culturally specific symbol in Peach Blossom Land is interesting to
me. For Kamyi, it's clear that the umbrella functions as a kind of metonym for The
Umbrella Revolution (a series of protests and actions in Hong Kong in 2014 that
ultimately failed to affect change) specifically, and through that reference to basically
futility in the face of certain kinds of power, but also the ability of people working together
to effect (temporary) change. So without that context where does meaning reside in the
piece? Can the umbrella operate as a kind of universal metaphor? Does everybody
know what an umbrella is? Like, what do you even do with an umbrella? Is this room full
of bad luck? Because it's an indoor space full of open umbrellas.
There's also the title of the piece, which carries a lot of semantic weight. Kamyi has said
that the idea of Peach Blossom Land is equivalent to the english idea of utopia. In the
original text, it's a place apart from society, that chose to remove itself and hasn't looked
back. But it's a hidden place, a paradise, and kind of a pipe dream. In Kamyi's piece the
title functions ironically, but it's a delicate irony, reinforcing a kind of hope and belief in
our ability to effect change, and simultaneously crushing that hope.
So let's go back and visit the viewer who enters the installation, observes the umbrellas
and leaves. As an imaginary actor/interactor, I think they actually tell us something
interesting about the system, and we can read their interaction as a ludic analogue of a
potential citizen's apprehension of the world. If you walk through the world without
seeing anything wrong, then you're not seduced by the idea of a Peach Blossom Land,
you don't attempt to change the world, and your hope is never crushed.
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THE PEACH BLOSSOM LAND

Abstract
Inspiring from the umbrella revolution in Hong Kong and the recent natural disasters
around the world, the project title “The Peach Blossom Land” is a popular Chinese
expression, which has a similar meaning to the western word “Utopia”. This project is
an interactive audio-visual installation that explores the idea of “control” and the
relationship between human and various forms of uncontrollable power. This
installation is an immersive experience to let the audience to change different visuals
of the led lights by interacting with the hanging umbrellas in a closed room. It aims to
create an utopian fiction that people are able to change their surrounding situations
by working together where they are not able to achieve in the real world.

Project Description
The Peach Blossom Land was a prose written by a famous Chinese poet Tao
Yuanming in the war era of the year 421. It is an ancient Chinese story about a
fisherman accidentally entered The Peach Blossom Land - an expectedly beautiful
and peaceful hidden place where the people led an ideal existence in harmony with
nature, unaware of the outside world for centuries. There is no idol, no higher or
magic powers in this harmonic society. It is just a group of people who work
together. In the end of the story, the fisherman could never found this ideal society
again after he left this place for years. It is believed that the prose is about Tao wrote
about the illusory magical society that will never be found in the real world. Later
the phrase “The Peach Blossom Land” became an expression of describing the idea
of escapism and an ideal society which has a similar meaning as the western word
“Utopia”.
In this current century, people are still living a time of political instability and
national disunity compared to what was happening in the era of Tao Yuanming
wrote this prose 1600 years ago. Hence taking the expression of “The Peach
Blossom Land” from a famous prose as the title of this project, this is an interactive
audio-visual installation which is inspired by the Umbrella Revolution in Hong Kong
and the natural disasters that happened recently across the world. The fear, the
disappointments and the uncertainty about what would happen when the United
Kingdom handed the governance of Hong Kong over to the People's Republic of
China in the 90s was the underlying cause of the umbrella revolution. In 2014, there
was an umbrella movement in Hong Kong which failed by the disturbance of police
violence shortly after 5 months of occupying the central areas in Hong Kong.
Realizing that differences of having religion, actions, beliefs or thoughts do not
matter more when people believe the same thing. People cannot create a better
world by waging a war against the forces of authorities. The protesters did not
choose to protest violently but expressing themselves peacefully and creating

political messages through art. They used umbrellas which were the common
possession that people have as a political symbol to against the power. Apart from
investigating the political power, this project also ties to the power of nature, the
power that is unavoidable, unpredictable and uncontrollable. Natural disasters can
strike anytime and anywhere. Throughout the world, many countries have
experienced an increasing trend of unpredictable natural disasters that affect the
environment, and leads to financial, environmental and human losses. The medium
of this project is umbrella. This is an interactive umbrella installation that the
audience sees the led lights on the umbrellas which represent different weathers
and how the audience can change the visuals from various choreography gestures.
Ultimately, this installation investigates the ideology of the word “control” –
whether people are in control or being controlled, that there is the tension between
those two authorizes how one controls each other. What would people do when
they know that that are not the ones who are not in control, whether it is against the
greater authorities or the Mother Nature? Would they take the power back? Or just
accept the fact that you are going to be screwed? The Peach Blossom Land aims to
create a utopian experience that reminds people that the power that is created by a
collective effort is bigger than everything.

Materials, Installation and Performance Description
In this interactive installation, transparent umbrellas are used as a metaphor of the
invisible shield to protect the people underneath from the greater power or threats
upon the audience. An immersive atmosphere of fear, danger and threats will be
created using audio and LED lights on ten umbrellas in a dark closed room. The LED
lights, which are triggered by the audience, are lying along with the canopy of the
umbrella. When the audience enters, they will experience the anxiety and insecurity
feelings in the room from the tensions created from the lights. What they are seeing
would be a set of representative colors of one of the natural disasters, which are
created by the LED lights. This is a multiple audience experience, which people
would be able to change the visual to a calmer natural phenomenon by working
together. This project let the audience experience how powerful they are when they
unite together under a dangerous circumstance. The goal is to make led lights in
each condition into a unique animation with their own distinct sound effects. When
there are no umbrellas being touched by the audience after a certain time, the calm
visual will be changed back to a dangerous zone and the sequence will start over.

How it works? Ten clear transparent umbrellas with digital RGB LED strip on the
canopies and the handles will be installed in the space. In order to support the
structure, a ceiling support grid system will be built for hanging the umbrellas along
with the sensors and power supply. A force sensor will be placed on each of the
umbrella handles, which the sensors will be wired to the wireless arduino
connecting to the computer. The sound system will be installed separately in the
corners of the room but also connected to the mac system. When the audience holds
the umbrella handles, the sensors will trigger the visual and audio.
EQUIPMENTS
10x clear transparent umbrellas
10x 4m Digital RGB LED Weatherproof Strip and 9v power adapters
10x wireless dev boards
1x Mac computer, monitor, and mouse
1x set of speakers
Power cables and strips (TBD)
Grid structure (TBD)
Wiring system (TBD)

